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Across
3. A great performance or a hypnotist can do this.
5. The paparazzi often _____ actors on the street.
6. Like traitors and villains
7. Anything having existence, either physical or 

mystical
9. To emphasize

10. To bring up a subject for discussion
14. Synonym for erase
16. The government prosecuted those involved in 

the failed _____.
17. The parents will _____ if their children's fight 

becomes physical.
19. A hand injury could _____ Drew's career as a 

surgeon.
20. He didn't even say "Thank you"!

Down
1. Synonym for idea, essence
2. Throw words back and forth
4. Promoting equal rights for all people
8. The existing situation or state of affairs

11. To recommend; to speak in favor of
12. The candidate won over many voters with his 

_____ and moving speeches.
13. A huge monster; the school bully
15. The chocolate cake might _____ me, but I will 

stick to my diet.
18. After flying on business trips regularly, Carl 

became _____ about air travel.
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Across

3.  A great performance or a hypnotist can do this.

5.  The paparazzi often _____ actors on the street.

6.  Like traitors and villains

7.  Anything having existence, either physical or  
mystical

9.  To emphasize

10.  To bring up a subject for discussion

14.  Synonym for erase

16.  The government prosecuted those involved in the 
failed _____.

17.  The parents will _____ if their children’s fight  
becomes physical.

19.  A hand injury could _____ Drew’s career as a  
surgeon.

20.  He didn’t even say “Thank you”!

Down

1.  Synonym for idea, essence

2.  Throw words back and forth

4.  Promoting equal rights for all people

8.  The existing situation or state of affairs

11.  To recommend; to speak in favor of

12.  The candidate won over many voters with his 
_____ and moving speeches.

13.  A huge monster; the school bully

15.  The chocolate cake might _____ me, but I will 
stick to my diet.

18.  After flying on business trips regularly, Carl  
became _____ about air travel.
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Across
3. A great performance or a hypnotist can do this.
5. The paparazzi often _____ actors on the street.
6. Like traitors and villains
7. Anything having existence, either physical or 

mystical
9. To emphasize

10. To bring up a subject for discussion
14. Synonym for erase
16. The government prosecuted those involved in 

the failed _____.
17. The parents will _____ if their children's fight 

becomes physical.
19. A hand injury could _____ Drew's career as a 

surgeon.
20. He didn't even say "Thank you"!

Down
1. Synonym for idea, essence
2. Throw words back and forth
4. Promoting equal rights for all people
8. The existing situation or state of affairs

11. To recommend; to speak in favor of
12. The candidate won over many voters with his 

_____ and moving speeches.
13. A huge monster; the school bully
15. The chocolate cake might _____ me, but I will 

stick to my diet.
18. After flying on business trips regularly, Carl 

became _____ about air travel.
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Across
3.  A great performance or a hypnotist can do this. [MESMERIZE]

5.  The paparazzi often _____ actors on the street. [WAYLAY]

6.  Like traitors and villains [DASTARDLY]

7.  Anything having existence, either physical or mystical [ENTITY]

9.  To emphasize [ACCENTUATE]

10.  To bring up a subject for discussion [BROACH]

14.  Synonym for erase [EFFACE]

16.  The government prosecuted those involved in the failed _____. 
[INSURRECTION]

17.  The parents will _____ if their children’s fight becomes physical. 
[INTERVENE]

19.  A hand injury could _____ Drew’s career as a surgeon.  
[JEOPARDIZE]

20.  He didn’t even say “Thank you”! [INGRATE]

Down
1.  Synonym for idea, essence [GIST]

2.  Throw words back and forth [BANDY]

4.  Promoting equal rights for all people [EGALITARIAN]

8.  The existing situation or state of affairs [STATUSQUO]

11.  To recommend; to speak in favor of [ADVOCATE]

12.  The candidate won over many voters with his _____ and moving 
speeches. [CHARISMA]

13.  A huge monster; the school bully [OGRE]

15.  The chocolate cake might _____ me, but I will stick to my diet. 
[ENTICE]

18.  After flying on business trips regularly, Carl became _____ about 
air travel. [JADED]
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